Lesson Title: Allah’s عزّ وجلّ Creation  

Warm up Activity:

As the teacher enters the classroom, she plays the rhyme “God is the Creator” and distributes to the students the small notebooks they used in unit 3 lesson 2 “Allah the Creator”.

Objectives  
By the end of the lesson the student should be able to:

1. **Design art work that shows more examples about the creation of Allah عزّ وجلّ.**

Procedures  
She can put the students into groups, give each group few magazines and few old colorful books, few plastic scissors, glue and an A3 paper. They can cut various pictures related to Allah’s creation and stick them on the A3 sheet. The sheets can decorate the walls of the class.

Time  
30 min.

Teaching Strategies &Audiovisuals  
Magazines, scissors, glue, big sheets of paper

Evaluation  
Art work

Homework:

1. The activities and exercises in Student's Book not covered through the lesson.